**Happenings**


SAT 15 APR. MARCH: A Gay March. Details: See article for details. Phone 275-6181.

SUN 16 APR. SOCIAL EVENING: U-R GLF. Phone 275-6181.

POT-LUCK SUPPER: Brockport GFL. Phone 275-6181.

SAT 22 APR. POT-LUCK SUPPER: Brockport GFL. Phone 275-6181.


**News At A Glance**


ROCHESTER, NY: Greece man, arrested on Burell Road in Gates with women's clothing, has been charged with disorderly conduct.

Auckland, New Zealand: Psychologist J. M. Ruskhead at the Auckland Medical School is treating homosexuality by showing patients films of themselves in action, theorizing that the scene is so revolting that they will go straight. (And to think—-sold all that money to have mirrors installed on my bedroom ceiling)

Washington, DC: Middle-class liberal organization "Communacism" has refused to consider gay civil rights issues.

San Francisco, CA: Society for Individual Rights encourages gays to withdraw support of common causes until gay employment rights appear on the agenda.

Philadelphia, PA: GAA picketed GOP fund-raising dinner, demanding support for gay equality on the national, state and local level.

University of California: The Playboy Foundation is financing a major research project on the legal and constitutional defenses of gay rights cases. Dr. Walter Barnett, visiting professor of law at Hastings Law School, received the grant.

Chicago, Ill: "Residential paradise, James R. Hoffa favors segregation of homosexuals in prison, declaring that young prisoners will "most likely be raped—literally raped."

Washington, DC: G.A.R. (Gay Activist Alliance) of Washington has opened the capital's first gay community center. President Nixon was not there to throw out the first ball.

Welfare Support Withdrawn Because Woman is Gay

The Monroe County Welfare Department withdrew funds and transportation money from a Rochester woman after a welfare supervisor decided she was "sociably handicapped" due to her preference for men's clothing.

The woman was scheduled to study Drafting at Rochester Urban Center upon completion of her high school equivalency there last month. Urban Center professionals had contacted the welfare department and submitted a letter of capability recommending her as suited for a career in drafting.

Welfare supervisor Eisenberg refused the woman's request for funds to enter drafting studies, on the grounds that no one would hire her, suggesting she and her education and try to get an assembly job in a factory.

GLF has written the department of welfare protesting this blatant act of discrimination designed to keep gays "in their place." We have also arranged for letters from those responsible for hiring personnel, assuring the department the homosexuals are employable in technical capacities. Further social and legal action is planned.

Meetings are held every Sunday at 7:30 pm, Todd Union Music Lounge, University of Rochester River Campus. GLF meetings are open to everyone who believes in basic civil rights and human dignity for all.

**The World is what you make it. Let's make it together. Come out!**
As the bill was voted on last year, the only Rochester area As-
semblyman voting for the bill was Donald Showmaker (130th Assembly-
district). Raymond Lill, (131), Um, Richard Castor (132), and Um. Steinfeldt (134) voted
against fair employment for gays.
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